NEW ZEALAND FARMED DEER
LEATHER & SUEDE COLLECTION
On behalf of the New Zealand Light Leathers Technical and Innovation Team,
we present to you our New Zealand Farmed Deer Collection.
Graham Payne
Master of Leather Innovation

FASHION NAPPA
Premium Deer Nappa
We have built our global reputation from our Premium Deer Nappa article. Our Premium Deer
Nappa collection is renowned for its luxurious, soft, buttery touch. The article is prized by the
world's foremost luxury garment, accessory and shoe brands. We also our Premium Deer Nappa
in an attached and commercial selection.
Oxford Deer Nappa
Oxford Deer Nappa has been crafted to give a firmer handle when compared to our Premium
Deer Nappa. This gives the same unique grain character, with a slightly more different handle that
is well suited to shoes and structured bags.
Kepler Deer Nappa
Kepler is our showpiece vintage nappa. The article begins with a special wax, applied to the grain
before a delicate ironing to release its full lustre. The grain is burnished under a low heat, and is
tipped by our specially trained artisans. Together this accentuates the pebbled vintage look,
offering a depth of fashion colour contrast.
Glacé Deer Nappa
The Glacé Deer Nappa article is a flat grained, vegetable tanned leather developed exclusively by
anew Zealand Light Leathers. The article is finished with a structured, glossy look. The opportunity
exists to selectively work the article to unlock its natural grain characteristics.

Glacier Deer Nappa
Glacier is named for the alpine waters which give the article's characteristic appearance. The
vegetable tanned leather is introduced to glacial water before being carefully hang-dried,
enabling the leather to relax. Glacier is offered in both an ironed and un-ironed article.
Matt Deer Nappa
Matt Deer Nappa has been crafted to showcase the virtuous natural beauty of New Zealand Deer
leather, the leather is finished to give a touch that is warm, supple and mellow in appearance.
Oil Tan Deer Nappa
The Oil Tan article is a new world interpretation of traditional Austrian fashion nappa. Our sämisch
inspired methodology remains true to its fish tannage origin, renowned for its authentic handle
and characteristic scent recognised by true sämisch craftsman.

FASHION SUEDE
Velvet Deer Suede
Our Velvet Deer Suede is a beautiful full lustre article. We offer a comprehensive spectrum of
colours to suit your liking, from earthy shades to vibrant hues. The secret to the velvet appearance
is the unique finish we apply to enrich the life, lustre and brightness of your article. Our suedes are
ideal for garments, shoes and bags.

UPHOLSTERY NAPPA
Active Deer Nappa
Our Active Deer Nappa article has been developed to meet the demanding technical
specifications required for interior furnishings. Special attention is given to retaining the beautiful
natural softness you experience with Premium Deer Nappa.

Technical Performance sheets for our articles are available on request.
If you are interested in an article not mentioned here the please simply let us know how we might
be able to assist.

